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Melissa Park, a global event producer, decided to try 
live T-shirt printing at one of the tech conferences 
she planned. She shares why she chose to go that 
route and how it helped make the event a success.

Q: How did live printing fit into your event?
Melissa Park: DataWorks Summit is a premier event that attracts 
more than 4,500 attendees from the business and tech world who 
want to learn how data has transformed business, and the underlying 
technologies driving that change. 

Like many “developer-heavy” tech conferences, historically 
every attendee received an event-branded T-shirt with their badge at 
registration. When I came onboard as the event producer in  San Jose 
in 2017, I wanted to add a little “Mel Factor” to this much-loved collectible. Instead of following the model of 
years past, I turned it into an interactive experience. When attendees picked up their badge they received 
a ticket that could later be redeemed for a customized live screen-printed T-shirt at any of the stations on 
the exhibition floor. I also changed up the design so the event logo and year were pre-printed on the back. 

Rather than go with graphic-based designs, I decided to play on song lyrics, which was a huge hit! 
Attendees could select from a handful of phrases, including “Ice Ice Data,” “Talk Data to Me” and “I Like Big 
Data and I Cannot Lie.”

Q: How did logistics work out on the day of the event?
MP: I had the vendor set up the day prior so they were ready for the onslaught as soon as the exhibition 
doors opened. While there were lines, they moved fast and served double duty by attracting attention and 
on-the-floor buzz. We also kept everyone entertained and in the moment by playing the songs we based 
our designs on. 

Q: What lessons did you learn?
MP: The activity ran like clockwork, but I ensured I had a very experienced vendor and worked closely 
with them to determine how many printing stations we needed to deliver a seamless experience. I’m a 
huge believer in the phrase “Do it well, or don’t do it at all,” so if budget is an issue and you can’t afford 
the number of stations you need to serve your attendees well, then save the idea for your next event 
and offer a more affordable approach like preprinting several different designed T-shirts and having your 
attendees select one. 

Q: How did attendees react?
MP: They absolutely loved it! The energy around the stations was electric, and the design options made 
for the perfect ice-breaker while they were waiting in line. As I made my way around the site, I overheard 
many conversations where attendees were commenting how cool the activation was, and asking one 
another which design they selected. 

Q: How did live printing help you accomplish your goal for the event?
MP: DataWorks Summit is a community-based event. This activity and the way it was delivered provided 
the perfect ice-breaker for even the most introverted of attendees. It enabled me to deliver a product we 
would have had anyway – a branded T-shirt – in a fun, high-energy and memorable way. 

Q&A: EVENT MARKETER DISCUSSES LIVE 
PRINTING EXPERIENCE

LIVE DECORATION

it’s company colors, the actual logo or some 
other abstract element. “The idea is you can get 
any combination of prints you want, anywhere 
you can print them,” Ellis says. “You might get a 
design and ask us to print it at a 45-degree angle. 
… What you get is yours and truly one of a kind.”

Don’t expect the trend of live decoration to 
die down anytime soon. In many ways, the con-
cept has been growing as decorators and market-
ers collaborate to create ever more interactive, 
immersive experiences – like handing out spray 
paint and stencils for some DIY designing, or set-
ting up tablet kiosks so guests can create their 
own digital direct-to-garment artwork at the 
swipe of a finger.

The most recent iteration comes from the 
retail sector. The prospect of snagging a unique, 
personalized garment has boosted foot traffic in 
traditional brick-and-mortars struggling to stay 
afloat in a sea of online competition. Champion 
Sportswear, for example, hosts live screen-print-
ing events each month at its stores, facilitated 
by Hit + Run. And for the luxury market, Royce 
offers in-store monogramming services at Saks 
Fifth Avenue and Bloomingdale’s in Manhattan.

Live decorating fits neatly within the zeitgeist of 
the younger generations, eager for experience over 
ownership and self-expression over conformity. 

“Millennials and Gen Z are so hyper-focused 
on their own reality and their own way that they 
can stand out,” Flower says. “They want some-
thing not just customized, but personalized. It’s 
not requested, it’s demanded.”

And smart distributors and brands are more 
than happy to deliver on that demand. ±

Theresa Hegel is executive editor of digital content at 
ASI. Contact: thegel@asicentral.com; follow her on 
Twitter at @theresahegel.

“What you get is yours and 
truly one of a kind.”
Kyle Ellis, Ink + Cotton

Hit + Run provides live screen printing at all kinds of venues, such 
as this art and food festival in the Los Feliz neighborhood of Los 
Angeles.

Melissa Park


